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10 June 2020          Preguntadera Lectores (lamentablemente en inglés, ofrezco mil disculpas) 

A Reader writes twice: 

Once:      Dear Esteemed Committee, 

Q1:         Will our Earth ever experience a "Fake Alien Invasion"? 

Q2:         If so, how can humanity best respond to a "Fake Alien Invasion"? 

Thank you & Be Well, 

The Committee: No, making things moot. 

Your humble scribe adds: Fake as in a human organized hoax? A dry run, dress rehearsal by the 

visitors themselves? Earth is loaded with alien ETs now and has been since before humans were 

created.                    

Twice:     Dear Esteemed Committee, 

About 3 weeks ago, I recorded a podcast sharing a perspective that the work of renowned 

Conspiracy Theorist, David Icke paradoxically serves as an affirmation of the dark-(of the 

cabal) -- 

A:           Made and recorded or recorded one from someone else? Let's press on… 

Namely, Icke perpetuates a duality of fear based definitions; thus framing a narrative which 

actually serves as the cabal's greatest adversary. 

A:           What does "duality of fear based definitions" mean? We keep going…. 

And so, the paradox is: Icke reveals the dark agenda, but by perpetuating it Icke actually 

magnifies a trap of voter-apathy. 

A:           "Voter apathy" is a bit of an oxymoron. (For readers outside the USA where I 

understand this problem might also exist) voter turnout inside the USA isn't usually vigorous. In 

fact, a fair percentage of adults never register to vote in the first place. It's common for only 50-

60% who do, to actually cast a ballot come an election. True voter apathy is mostly s/he who 

doesn't bother. The problem isn't voter apathy, it's voter indoctrination. 

For example, Icke also expresses that President Trump is merely a puppet for the cabal; thus 

leaving viewers with a gloomy uncertainty and apathy towards voting in the 2020 Presidential 

election. 

A:           Trump a puppet for anybody? The Committee says, "no." 

ALL for Freedom of Speech, but I am beginning to suspect that David Icke might just be a 

cabalist himself…  

Q:           How much validity does this perspective hold? Put differently: What is and is not 

accurate about this perspective?  

C:           Greetings to our current and all you well wishers, our thanks for this question. Donald 

Trump is the enemy of the small but self-styled powerful group you have labeled "cabal". The 

large majority of attitudes displayed towards Mr. Trump by a majority of political leaders, are a 

reflection of what most political leaders in the USA think of most American citizens. We say 

self-styled powerful yet small group, because you all see who resides in the White House. Who 

is powerful, really? Say not darkness, say rather self-interested. No human can truly be in the 

dark, but in her or his mind.   

Thank you & Be Well. 

C:           You are welcome and our thanks returned, for wishes of wellness are riches for us. 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = 

Reader Question:              I've heard and read several times on the amendment.net, books and 

other sites that we are all connected. Could you please explain this connection? How are we 

connected? We can speak to each other in "heaven" instantaneously/telepathically? Or do you 

mean something else? Are we all one? If so how? 



 

C:           Yes, and the connections are permanent. The connection is what holds together the 

atoms, it is the same effect which holds all souls united. The connections between atoms are 

studied by humans in great detail, naming it chemistry. Al of you may communicate 

telepathically and instantly now, and in Heaven also where you are likewise currently located.  

Yes, we are all one, all parts of the same large thing. Is Earth one planet? Of course, with many 

unique and different things, yet always part of the one planet. Your are part of a universe just as 

you are also a piece of the piece of it called your Earth. Just as you can be a resident of a city and 

the nation of the city's location. 

 

The connection is the same force which holds the pieces of an atom together, holds the atoms 

intact and binds the atoms into molecules. It is the force which creates thought, and it is what 

generates electricity. When your brain sends a signal to a muscle, the force which connects us all 

together is this same force which sparks the nerves. This is the telepathic energy which knows no 

limitation of physical distance. Think of a massive three dimensional matrix, where any of you 

may plug in anywhere at any time. The physical effects of resistance, the loss of electricity 

through wires, electromagnetic signals through air, drag of an airplane through the sky, road 

friction under wheels...remove these things, then connections are instant.       

 

09 June 2020          Reader Questions 
"Pretty Curious" asks: I'd like to follow up on the post about the topic of holographic projections 

as I had been wondering about it too, and I am not sure I fully grasp it : 

C: The Committee cuts you off right there and says you cannot grasp it, make no effort. No 

human holographic projections exist. This is not possible. When the image of a human is seen, it 

is either a human or a being who does it with permission of the human, consent to display the 

same exact image. No holograph exists.  

RQ continued:     Are all holographic projections of souls temporary (encounters maybe?) and 

for a specific purpose ?  Or can someone in my circle of friends / extended or close family be a 

holographic projection (that I repeatedly meet or even lived with)? 

C:     No, because holographic projections of humans do not exist. Humans create holograms of 

many things but these are not projections created by the human, anyone else or another being.  

RQ continued:       I saw a video about the theory that souls re-living a life they have already 

lived (hoping to learn a lesson or play a different outcome) could have a few of the friends and 

family around them project a version of themselves in order to assist them in the "replay", 

without fully incarnating again in that specific life journey . Are "replays" real and would this be 

a reason for holographic projections to take place ? 

C:    A life already lived cannot be re-lived. Reincarnation is always a new Earth or other planet 

surface lifetime. Holographs of humans do not exist but for pictures humans create. This 

description is for a video game; human life is not. Holographic projections of humans do not 

exist, not in any place, to be taken or otherwise.  

 

Reader question: About personal spirit guides appearing in physical form to the human will you 

tell the story about the time you saw one of The Committee in person , I think it was in the park? 

Give lots of details please: 1) how long between when you asked to see One of your guides and 

he appeared, 2) how long later until you realized who he was, 3) what exactly did he look like, 4) 

what was he wearing, 5) did you make eye contact 6) did you get any type of unusual feelings at 

the time 7) did he smile at you? It's such a great story and I often think of it, but it's been a long 

time since you've mentioned it and I forget the details. 

A: It doesn't even come close to being a story. I have a trio of GAGs and have nicknamed them 

"The Committee"; this is my silly label. I very often hear them as a collective voice. I have 

named them Gabrianna (my mainline manager) Herman and Matthew. These are the names I 



have given them. Gabrianna has not appeared in front of me physically; she does show "herself" 

in my mind, she does this exactly the way you would imagine a person or a place when reading a 

book. Gabrianna appears one of two ways, either African or Semitic, in features and skin tone, an 

ebony queen or Arabian princess.  

 

On request I saw Herman but once. 

1. About a half an hour 

2. It hit me who the man was, about 5-7 seconds after I passed him 

3. He was gray haired, clean shaven about 5'10" medium build, mid 60s age I'd say 

4. wearing a simple gray overcoat and scarf. He was walking towards me in the opposite 

direction I was running. 

5. Yes 

6. Nothing unusual at all, he gave me a pleasant and friendly feeling, now that I think about 

it, Herman reminded me of a colleague I remember from the early 1980s 

7. Yes, gently and confidently. 

I asked to see one of my GAGs before going for a run. Turning into the park on a cold, overcast 

day I went down an asphalt path, grass on both sides and large trees around, pin oaks and 

sycamores. A man in a gray, knee length overcoat was walking towards me. I kept running, and 

looked in his direction. He turned his head in my direction and gave me a pleasant, gentle smile. 

The feeling was the same as close family or an old, good friend except I was certain I had never 

seen him before. I took a few more steps and then it hit me "Herman!" which I have come to 

recognize was Gabrianna "speaking". I stopped short, turned around and the man had vanished. I 

ran back to the spot where we'd passed each other just a few seconds before, and looked all 

around; nobody in sight. I looked up into the trees, then ran much farther back along the path. No 

sign of anybody. No human could have disappeared that fast. Gabrianna then told me, you asked 

to see Herman; now you have.  

Matthew appeared without my asking. I was in a bookstore looking for and not finding a specific 

section, going up and down the same rows and getting frustrated. Suddenly a young man, about 

mid 30s in age with dark hair and clean shaven, approached and offered to help me. He wore a 

simple, long sleeve collared shirt, no tie, plain attire otherwise, and nothing else which stood out. 

I told him the section I couldn't find; he looked very closely as I spoke to him but looked away as 

he answered me, not in the direction he explained and also not at me. He rattled off the aisle, 

side, section within and shelf, finishing by saying "right behind you". He had an air of complete 

ease but did not give the same sensation Herman did, as if close family. Nevertheless a sense of 

absolute calm and trust was instant.  

The section was exactly where "Matthew" said and I found the book. At the cash register I asked 

the young woman to tell me where the helpful store employee was, for me to thank him. She 

looked a little puzzled but immediately asked what he looked like. When I described Matthew's 

appearance, the cashier said nobody with that description had ever worked there.  

 

Reader Question: I have an interesting question. Recently I was talking to a friend on FB who is 

a channel for non physical beings and he was telling me that this very popular channel (whom I 

won't mention) doesn't really channel because it's (Artificial Intelligence) AI which means 

apparently he says they are born with a handler, a nonphysical being. He went on to say this 

person is a programme, with no consciousness of their own. ( I myself thought this sounded 



ridiculous.) This friend who told me this, is an ETR practitioner and apparently found out about 

AI (Artificial intelligence) after failed attempts with people who had no spirit guides or higher 

self. He said ETR's cannot happen without permission from the Higher Self. He went on to say 

this quite high profile channel is like a robot, that this person is a benevolent, but he thinks this 

person is not channeling the information, but it is given to her by her handler. Can the 

Committee say anything about this?  

A:    Yes. 

 

Reader Question: I see "sparkles" in my hands. Upon researching, I found this is a symptom of 

ascension process that is happening on Earth; new strands of DNA being activated. Are we 

going/transmuting from carbon based to crystalline?  

C:          No. Crystal atomic structures and chemical elements are not the same, thread is not the 

pattern into which it is weaved, yet both make cloth. You see sparkles in your aura when you 

observe your hands. No new strands of DNA exist; all you have as a human and all you shall 

ever have, you already do. The effect you are describing is not caused by or related to latent 

manifestation of DNA already possessed.  

================================================= 

06 June 2020       Reader Question     Life is just one dad-gummed detective novel, isn't it? We 

just love intrigue, evil and bad things. Identifying the guilty and assigning blame, it's just so 

delicious. I must be attracting more readers unfamiliar with or just unaware of my years long 

flaw & defect; I can't address questions of criminality, innocence or guilt, because I always draw 

a blank. Nevertheless, a reader wants to know: 

RQ:                       "Ginger Ale" asks why the dark state doesn't try to kill Trump, since he can't 

be controlled? 

C:                          The question assumes this has not been attempted. Obviously no success has 

occurred. Overall, we say, this step is now more valuable as threat than act. The brothers 

Kennedy, Dr. King, Mr. Little known by the surname X and Mr. Evers were killed when 

influences became threatening. The American people would become excessively suspicious of 

another assassination and would collectively disbelieve any explanation. This has been the case 

for decades. The victims named above were killed not just to achieve short term goals their 

deaths assisted, but more importantly to provide credibility to threats aimed at new and eventual 

targets. Mr. Trump has resisted the overt-to-him yet secret-to-the-public attempts to control him, 

in ways no predecessor did. Mr. Trump has frustrated his adversaries, who cannot assassinate 

him in an obvious way, but must create the image of an accident. This will not occur. Public 

denunciations, attacks, criticism, personal insults and political-but-dressed-as legal moves 

against Trump, are not the sole moves being made. The powers who seek and have often held 

good control over many parts of many nations are somewhat flummoxed by previous and recent 

great enjoyment benefits from controlling large populations, which has now turned against their 

preferences. These same large and previously manipulated populations now increasingly elect 

the wrong leaders and vote for the wrong policies, against what such powers otherwise prefer.  

Mr. Trump will not be assassinated. 


